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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, TO
THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

I come in this afternoon to reveal you the supreme truth of My Heart: one of pillars to the
consecration of spirit is the love to solitude; solitude that finds the Heart of the Eternal Father, and
inside Him, all the Creation.

The consecration of life requires from beings to abandon all the expectations towards the others and
towards themselves.   May you not want to achieve anything,  not even an spiritual attribute, to
demonstrate your progress to anyone.

As long as you are tied to the need of showing results in your transformations, you will always
stagnate in the same point and, now and again, you will find the same miseries as always.  Because
the definitive transformation comes from the true consecration to God and to be consecrated to God
is to surrender to Him everything that you are.  Even if you may not obtain any results or achieve
any goal, it will not matter what you have accomplished, because what you are belongs to God and
to no one else.

When I talk about solitude, I talk about detachment from companions in your paths.  I do not mean
by it that, from now on, you must be physically alone; I only mean that you must take your own
steps, even if you are the only ones in the whole world assuming a path of transformation.  And
even if everyone around you do not recognize this path and do not make any effort to traverse it,
you must do it anyway.

The consecration must be between the soul itself, the spirit itself, and God.  No interference from
life on Earth must move you away from the possibility of launching yourselves into the abyss of
surrender to the Creator.

One of the reasons, My dears, why humanity does not reach the Celestials Principles, is the
impossibility of most beings to detach themselves from everything that the others expect from them,
and also to walk without depending on steps of others, on external encouraging from those who
accompany them.

As you see, this path is hard and arid, but the source found once you cross this desert is eternal, and
if a being is able to arrive at it, they can quench the thirst of all of humanity.

Know that, even though this path is filled by the spirit of solitude and of surrender, you will do it for
all those that have not encouraged themselves to walk.  The merits generated by one of you will
result into the salvation of many souls.

For this I tell you again: consecrate yourselves to the Creator every day and live for Him, and not
for anyone else, nor for yourselves.  Thus, you will abandon the necessity of doing deeds that do not
build the Project of God for the insecurity and the fear to not be accepted by the others.

The Lord expects you to clean the floor you walk, to remove the dry leaves and to see the marks of
His Feet on the ground.  Follow His Footprints.  There was nobody more lonely and detached from
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Himself and from the world than the Son of God, His example and Eternal Salvation.

Under the Love of Christ, I bless you.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


